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It can provide auxiliary basis for decision-making of urban
underground engineering.

Abstract: The construction of 3D geological models based
on geological maps is a subject worthy of study. The
construction of geological interfaces is the key process
of 3D geological modeling. It is hard to build the bottom
interfaces of quaternary strata only using boundaries in
large-scale geological maps. Moreover, it is impossible to
construct bedrock geological interfaces through sparse
occurrence data in large-scale geological maps. To address
the above-mentioned two diﬃculties, we integrated two
key algorithms into a new 3D modeling workﬂow. The
buﬀer algorithm was used to construct virtual thickness
contours of quaternary strata. The Inverse Distance
Weighted (IDW) algorithm was applied to occurrence
interpolation. Using a regional geological map of a city
in southern China, the eﬀectiveness of our workﬂow was
veriﬁed. The complex spatial geometry of quaternary
bottom interfaces was described in detail through boundaries buﬀer. The extension trends of bedrock geological
interfaces were reasonably constraint by occurrence interpolation. The 3D geological model constructed by our
workﬂow accords with the semantic relationship of tectonics. Through the model, the complex spatial structure
of urban shallow strata can be displayed stereoscopically.
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1 Introduction
3D geological modeling technology is the basic and supporting technology of many major research projects. 3D
visualization of underground space can provide a more
real and intuitive description of geological phenomena
and structures [1,2]. In recent years, with the rapid development of urbanization, geological problems have become
increasingly prominent. 3D geological models can not only
describe underground geological information accurately,
but also provide decision basis for urban resource analysis, underground engineering planning, and disaster
prevention and reduction [3–5]. Urban underground 3D
geological modeling has become an important topic in
smart city research [6,7].
The existing 3D geological modeling methods are
mainly based on underground data such as boreholes,
sections, geophysical data, and integrated multisource
data. Jiskani et al. built a 3D modeling of multiple coal
seams eﬀectively through drilling data [8]. Zhu et al. used
an automatic method to build 3D solid models of sedimentary stratigraphic systems from borehole data [9].
Chen et al. proposed a locality-based MPS approach to
reconstruct 3D geological models on the basis of 2D cross
sections [10]. Wang et al. constructed the 3D geological
model of Luanchuan ore region by combining geological
knowledge with gravitational and magnetic data inversion [11]. Kaufmann and Martin presented a 3D modeling
method by integrating boreholes, outcrops, cross sections,
and geological maps and it has been well-applied in coal
mines [12]. Qiao et al. proposed an approach to establish
3D strata model from DEM, borehole, section map, and
geological map and the fast update of strata model can
This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0
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be realized with the new redeﬁned cross section [13]. The
3D geological models established by underground data are
relatively ﬁne and accurate. However, due to the restriction
of economy and other conditions, it is diﬃcult to deploy
enough underground projects in cities for exploration. As a
result, these underground exploration data are very sparse
or even absent in urban areas. Therefore, the 3D geological
models of cities can hardly be constructed by sparse underground data. In this case, we need a kind of data which can
support modeling and are easy to obtain. Geological maps
are the main achievements of regional geological survey.
They are produced by projecting various ﬁeld geological
survey data on topographic base map in a certain proportion. They contain a wealth of geological knowledge
inferred from ﬁeld survey data by geological experts. Moreover, they are a kind of data which are cheap and relatively
easy to obtain [14]. Through geological maps, we can know
the topography, lithology, occurrence data, the nature, and
spatial distribution form of geological structures of an area
directly [15]. After the analysis, geological maps can reveal
the contact relationships between strata and strata, strata
and structures, and structures and structures, which are
incomparable with boreholes and sections [16]. What’s
more, the occurrence data in geological maps can also
reveal the extension trend of geological interfaces in the
underground shallow strata [17]. Therefore, under the premise of lacking other geological data, the idea of constructing 3D geological framework models of shallow
strata by using geological maps is feasible in theory.
In view of the above background, more and more
scholars begin to pay attention to and study the 3D geological modeling method based on geological maps. Amorim
et al. used sketches and annotations from geological maps
to construct 3D geological models [18]. The annotations
mainly refer to the occurrence information of strata. Under
the constraint of occurrence data, the Hermite–Birkhoﬀ
Radial Basis function (HBRBF) was applied to construct
implicit geological interfaces. Guo et al. used geological
boundaries and attitudes from geological maps to construct 3D geological models [19]. Attitude is described by
dip direction and dip angle. Under the constraint of attitudes, the geological boundaries were used to construct
the implicit geological interfaces using the Hermite Radial
Basis Function (HRBF) [20–22]. Zhou et al. proposed a 3D
geological modeling method based on planar geological
maps [23]. Under the control of occurrence data, a series
of parallel map-cut-sections can be automatically drawn.
The geological boundaries and parallel map-cut-sections
were combined to constrain and reconstruct the geological
interfaces. Lin et al. presented a method for constructing
a detail 3D model from 2D geological maps [24]. A series
of cross map-cut-sections were created with the help

of occurrence data in geological maps. The geological
boundaries and cross map-cut-sections were combined
to construct geological interfaces. Zhang et al. constructed
a 3D geological model of metallogenic geological bodies
based on a planar geological map [25]. A series of parallel
map-cut-sections were constructed with the participation
of occurrence data. The geological boundaries on the geological map and outlines in parallel map-cut-sections were
combined to reconstruct geological interfaces.
According to the above methods, the core work of
establishing 3D geological models with geological maps
is the construction of geological interfaces. The geological maps they have used are small-scale. In small-scale
geological maps, there is no complex quaternary and the
occurrence data are relatively complete. Therefore, they
can construct geological interfaces successfully through
implicit surface construction method or map-cut-sections
method. In this paper, we discuss the construction of 3D
geological models based on large-scale geological maps.
Large-scale geological maps usually contain extensive
quaternary characterized by complex morphology, uneven
distribution, and thin thickness [26]. The occurrence data
of bedrock in large-scale geological maps are often very
sparse. So there are two main diﬃculties in constructing
geological interfaces based on large-scale geological maps.
First, it is diﬃcult to construct quaternary bottom interfaces
only depending on boundaries. The reason is that there is
no other underground data to constrain the extremely complex morphology of quaternary bottom interfaces. Second,
bedrock geological interfaces cannot be constructed only
by sparse occurrence data. The reason is that the sparse
occurrence data can not constrain the extension of bedrock
geological interfaces in the underground.
The main purpose of this work is to put forward an
eﬀective 3D modeling workﬂow based on large-scale geological maps. This workﬂow will apply two key algorithms to solve the above two diﬃculties. The internal
buﬀer algorithm of closed lines will creatively adopt to
generate virtual thickness contours of quaternary overburden. The virtual thickness contours will be used to
construct the bottom interfaces of quaternary strata with
complex morphology. The Inverse Distance Weighted
(IDW) algorithm will be used to interpolate the occurrence
information of the control points on the bedrock geological
boundaries. Through the occurrence interpolation, we will
have enough occurrence information to reasonably constrain the extension of bedrock interfaces in the underground. In order to verify the eﬀectiveness of this workﬂow,
a large-scale geological map will be used to construct a 3D
geological framework model of a city in southern China.
The geological model can provide auxiliary basis for decision-making of urban underground engineering.

Constructing 3D models based on geological maps

2 Modeling workﬂow
In the absence of boreholes, sections, and geophysical data,
we propose a new modeling workﬂow to build 3D geological
framework models of shallow strata by using large-scale
geological maps (Figure 1). This workﬂow mainly includes
the data organization of geological maps, the integration of
two key algorithms and the construction of geological interfaces, and the extraction of geological bodies.
The 3D geological modeling units are the geological
bodies separated by the geological interfaces, so the construction of geological interfaces is a key link in the workﬂow of 3D geological modeling. Therefore, we will focus
on the methods of constructing geological interfaces of
diﬀerent geological units.

2.1 Construction of quaternary bottom
interfaces
The geological boundaries and average thickness of quaternary overburden can be obtained from geological maps.
Referring to the idea of drawing strata planar thickness
contour map, the planar virtual thickness contours of
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Figure 1: Modeling workﬂow based on large-scale geological maps.
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quaternary overburden can be constructed by using
the internal buﬀer algorithm of closed lines. According
to the corresponding thickness value, the planar virtual
thickness contours can be sunk into 3D space to form the
3D virtual thickness contours. Finally, the 3D virtual thickness contours are used to constrain the bottom interfaces
of quaternary with complex morphology. Figure 2 shows
the ﬂow chart of building quaternary bottom interfaces
based on the internal buﬀer algorithm of closed lines.
In this work, the internal buﬀer algorithm of closed
lines is based on convex angle arc. In the process of buffering, when the shape of the geological boundary is
simple, it can be directly buﬀered to the interior to obtain
the ideal planar virtual thickness contours (Figure 3a).
When the shape of the geological boundary is complex, if
only buﬀer it to the interior as a whole, the eﬀect of planar
virtual thickness contours is not ideal. Therefore, we took
the strategy of combining the integral buﬀer with the local
buﬀer for geological boundaries with complex shape. Then
the planar virtual thickness contours of quaternary with
uniform distribution can be obtained (Figure 3b).
Figure 4 shows the ﬂow chart of building the quaternary bottom interfaces and design sketches. In Figure
4a, the closed geological boundaries of quaternary were
set as 0 m thickness contours. The appropriate buﬀer
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Figure 2: The ﬂow chart of building quaternary bottom interfaces based on the internal buﬀer algorithm of closed lines.

distance R was set according to the spatial coordinate
range of each geological boundary. According to the set
buﬀer distance R, we buﬀered the quaternary geological
boundaries to the interior and recorded the maximum
buﬀer times n (n is a positive integer). The average thickness H of quaternary recorded on the comprehensive
stratigraphic column chart was divided by n, and the
result was recorded as H/n. From the outside to the
inside, the corresponding thickness values of planar virtual thickness contours were H/n,2H / n,…, H . Thus, a
series of planar virtual thickness contours with a thickness diﬀerence of H/n were obtained (Figure 4b).
Figure 4c shows the projection eﬀect of the virtual
thickness contours of quaternary on topography. The

thickness value of the virtual thickness contours projected on topography was linearly transformed to the
corresponding depth value H/n,2H / n,…, H . Thus, the
3D virtual thickness contours as shown in Figure 4d
can be obtained.
As shown in Figure 4e, the Delaunay triangulation
algorithm was used to process the 3D virtual thickness
contours. In order to ensure that the quaternary bottom
interfaces can cut the bedrock geological bodies, the quaternary bottom interfaces constructed must rise above the
topography along the geological boundaries. Therefore,
before triangulation of each group of 3D virtual thickness
contours, it is necessary to copy the quaternary geological boundary and raise it by linear transformation for a

Figure 3: Planar virtual thickness contours of quaternary. (a) Planar virtual thickness contours of quaternary constructed by integral buﬀer
and (b) planar virtual thickness contours of quaternary constructed by integral buﬀer and local buﬀer.
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Figure 4: The ﬂow chart of building quaternary bottom interfaces and design sketches. (a) Quaternary geological boundaries; (b) planar
virtual thickness contours of quaternary; (c) virtual thickness contours of quaternary projected to topography; (d) 3D virtual thickness
contours of quaternary; (e) triangular network of quaternary bottom interfaces; (f) quaternary bottom interfaces and topography.

certain distance. In Figure 4f, the triangular surface below
the topography is the quaternary bottom interfaces.

2.2 Construction of bedrock interfaces
IDW is the most commonly used local spatial interpolation method in geological data processing. The basic idea
of IDW spatial interpolation is that the closer the sample
is to the point to be evaluated, the greater the weight
obtained; otherwise, the smaller the weight obtained. In
this paper, the geological map we discussed is characterized

by large-scale and complex geological conditions. The
occurrence data points are very sparse. Therefore, the
IDW method is used to interpolate the occurrence data of
the control points of bedrock geological boundaries. The
attributes of occurrence data points include dip direction
and dip angle.
Formula (1) is used to calculate the attributes of
occurrence points to be estimated. Z*(x) represents the
dip direction or dip angle value of the occurrence points
to be estimated on the geological boundaries of bedrock.
n is the number of actual occurrence points involved in
the valuation. The speciﬁc value of n should be set
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according to the actual situation. Each control point on
the geological boundaries is set to the center of the search
sphere. The sphere is used to search for the n measured
occurrence points nearest to the current control point of
geological boundaries. Z(xi) is the dip direction or dip
angle attribute value of the measured occurrence point
xi searched in the sphere. λi is the weight assigned to xi.
Formula (2) is a classical formula for calculating λi; di is
the distance between the measured occurrence point xi
and the estimated occurrence point x. The power exponent p of di can be any natural number or decimal; the
larger the power p is, the greater the weight of occurrence
points is; p is usually taken as 2.
n

z ⁎(x ) =

(1)

∑[λ ⋅ z (xi)]
i=1

λi =

1
di p

∑ni = 1

(2)

( )
1
di p

Through the occurrence interpolation algorithm based
on IDW, the control points on the geological boundaries
obtain the occurrence attribute values of dip direction and
dip angle. The occurrence data can be converted into
occurrence tangent vector (X, Y, Z). Under the constraint
of the occurrence tangent vectors, the bedrock geological
boundaries extend to the underground to construct the
bedrock geological interfaces. Figure 5 shows the ﬂow
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Figure 5: The ﬂow chart of building bedrock geological interfaces
based on IDW.

chart of building bedrock geological interfaces based on
IDW occurrence interpolation algorithm.

X = cos(radians(β)) ⋅ sin(radians(α)) ⎫
Y = cos(radians(β)) ⋅ cos(radians(α))
⎬
Z = −sin(radians(β))
⎭

D
⋅X
sin(radians(β ))

⎫
⎪
⎪
= X 1 + ∣H − Z 1∣ cot(radians(β ))⋅ sin(radians(α)) ⎪
⎪
D
Y2 = Y1 +
⋅Y
⎬
sin(radians(β ))
⎪
⎪
= Y 1 + ∣H − Z 1∣ cot(radians(β ))⋅ cos(radians(α)) ⎪
⎪
Z2 = H
⎭
X 2 = X1 +

(3)

(4)

It is assumed that the occurrence data are expressed
as “α < β” (0° ≤ α < 360° and 0° < β ≤ 90°), α is dip
direction, and β is dip angle. In Figure 6a, N points to
the north, L1 represents the geological boundary, M1 (X1,
Y1, Z1) is the control point on L1, and α and β represent
the dip direction and dip angle of M1, respectively. M2
(X2, Y2, Z2) is the intersection point between the occurrence tangent direction of M1 and the bottom interface of
the model. Suppose that the elevation of the bottom interface of the model is H, the elevation of M2 is H too. The
vertical distance D of M1 and M2 is | H − Z1|. According to
the formula (3), the occurrence of M1 (α < β) is converted
into tangent vector (X, Y, Z). The occurrence tangent
vector of M1 is brought into formula (4) to calculate the
spatial coordinate of M2. Figure 6b shows the bedrock
interfaces constructed under the constraint of occurrence
tangent vectors.
The ﬂow chart of building bedrock interfaces based
on IDW and design sketches is shown Figure 7. The geological boundaries and the distribution of occurrence
points are shown in Figure 7a. First, the geological
boundaries and actual occurrence points need to be projected on topography (Figure 7b). Second, we apply the
IDW occurrence interpolation algorithm to estimate the
occurrence of the control points on geological boundaries (Figure 7c). Lastly, we construct the bedrock interfaces under the constraint of occurrence tangent vectors
(Figure 7d).

2.3 Construction of fault interfaces
The construction method of fault interfaces is similar to
that of bedrock interfaces. The extension trends of fault
interfaces in underground are controlled by the tangent
vectors of fault occurrence points. Figure 8 shows the

Constructing 3D models based on geological maps
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Figure 6: (a) The sketch map of occurrence tangent vector and (b) the bedrock interfaces constructed under the constraint of occurrence
tangent vectors.

construction example of fault interfaces. There is only
one actual measured occurrence point near Fault A.
The extension trend of Fault A is controlled by the
same occurrence tangent vector value. There are two
actual measured occurrence points near Fault B. The
IDW interpolation algorithm can be used to interpolate
the occurrence data of the control points on Fault line B.
The extension trend of Fault B is controlled by multiple
diﬀerent occurrence tangent vector values.

The intersection of faults in underground space is
complex. We will use Binary Space Partitioning vector
cutting algorithm to deal with the topological relationship between faults. Figure 9 presents the treatment of
topological relationship between Fault C and Fault D.
There is only one actual occurrence point near Fault C
and three actual occurrence points near Fault D. The
actual occurrence data of Fault C and Fault D are listed
in Table 1. The IDW occurrence interpolation algorithm is

Figure 7: The ﬂow chart of building bedrock geological interfaces based on IDW and design sketches. (a) Bedrock geological boundaries and
actual occurrence points; (b) bedrock geological boundaries and actual occurrence points projected on topographic surface; (c) discrete
control points on bedrock geological boundaries; (d) bedrock geological interfaces.
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Table 1: The actual measured occurrence data of Fault C and Fault D
Fault name

Occurrence points

Dip direction

Dip angle

Fault C
Fault D

M
M1
M2
M3

30
145
150
155

38
36
25
30

Table 2: The estimated occurrence data of control points on Fault D

Figure 8: Construction example of fault interfaces.

used to estimate the occurrence data of control points on
fault D. Table 2 presents the occurrence data of control
points on Fault D.

2.4 Construction of 3D geological bodies
The construction sequences of 3D geological bodies are
the construction of initial geological body, quaternary
geological bodies, and bedrock geological bodies. Figure 10
shows the ﬂow chart of constructing 3D geological bodies
and design sketches. First, the top surface of the model is
topography, and the bottom surface of the model is set to
a uniform elevation depth. As shown in Figure 10a, the
top and bottom surfaces are closed to construct the initial
3D geological body. Second, the vector cutting algorithm
based on Binary Space Partitioning tree is used to deal
with the shear operation between the quaternary bottom
interfaces and the initial geological body (Figure 10b). As
shown in Figures 10c and d, the quaternary geological
bodies are extracted. Finally, the vector cutting algorithm

Fault name

Control points

Dip direction

Dip angle

Fault D

B-p1
B-p2
B-p3
B-p4
B-p5
B-p6
B-p7
B-p8
B-p9
B-p10
B-p11
B-p12
B-p13
B-p14
B-p15
B-p16
B-p17
B-p18
B-p19
B-p20
B-p21
B-p22
B-p23
B-p24

153.594
153.747
154.023
154.315
154.49
154.747
154.863
154.788
154.256
153.113
151.683
150.602
150.121
150.021
149.934
149.489
148.424
146.951
146.135
145.297
145.027
145.055
145.272
145.346

29.565
29.593
29.654
29.735
29.791
29.886
29.931
29.886
29.553
28.724
27.474
26.254
25.462
25.234
25.608
27.02
29.517
32.49
34.013
35.5
35.957
35.912
35.576
35.463

based on Binary Space Partitioning tree is used to deal
with the shear operation between bedrock interfaces and

Figure 9: The treatment of topological relationship between faults. (a) Fault C and fault d before treatment; (b) Fault C and fault d after
treatment.

Constructing 3D models based on geological maps

residual initial geological body (Figure 10e). The 3D
geological modeling units of bedrock are constructed
(Figure 10f).

3 Data organization of
geological maps
According to the working standard of China Geological
Survey [27], a complete geological map usually includes
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the main body (planar geological map), geological section map, comprehensive stratigraphic column chart,
title, scale, legend, and other auxiliary elements. Figure
11 is the conceptual model of a geological map. The data
in planar geological map can be divided into basic geographic data and geological data. The former mainly
includes water system, traﬃc, residential area, boundaries, and topography, while the latter mainly includes
strata, volcanic rocks, informal stratigraphic units, intrusive rocks, and other auxiliary elements. The geological
section map can reﬂect the geological structure of deep
strata. The comprehensive stratigraphic column chart is a

Figure 10: The ﬂow chart of constructing 3D geological bodies and design sketches. (a) Initial geological body; (b) quaternary bottom
interfaces and initial geological body; (c) quaternary geological bodies and residual geological body; (d) separate quaternary geological
bodies and residual geological body; (e) bedrock geological interfaces and residual geological body; (f) bedrock geological bodies.
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Figure 11: Conceptual model of geological maps.

map compiled according to the stratigraphic age sequence,
contact relationship, and thickness in a region.
According to diﬀerent element types, the information in
a geological map can be organized by point, line, and surface data. The point data are mainly occurrence marking
points, which are generally located near the stratigraphic
boundaries and fault lines. The line data mainly include
stratigraphic boundaries, fault lines, topographic contours,
and map border line. The surface data are mainly the

Figure 12: The geological map of a city in southern China.

stratigraphic surfaces, which contain the stratigraphic
age, lithology, and other information.

4 A real application
In this paper, we have integrated two algorithms into a
new workﬂow to construct 3D geological framework

Constructing 3D models based on geological maps
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Table 3: Data organization of the geological map of a city in southern China
Data set

Data item

Data type

Number

Geographic data set

River system
Topographic contour
Stratigraphic boundary
Fault line
Strata occurrence point
Fault occurrence point
Stratigraphic subregion

Line and surface
Line
Line
Line
Point
Point
Surface

12,753
662
300
234
300
984

Geological data set

models of shallow strata by using large-scale geological
maps. This modeling workﬂow has been implemented on
QuanytView3D. Quantyview3D is a 3D visualization development platform for Geosciences. In order to verify the
eﬀectiveness of this modeling workﬂow, we built a 3D
geological framework model of underground 300 m based
on a geological map of a city in southern China.

4.1 Data
The geological map of a city in southern China is shown
in Figure 12. The area of the whole city is 1,991 km2. The
lithology-stratigraphy mainly includes quaternary, igneous,
and carbonate rocks. The average thickness of quaternary
overburden is 0.5–28.6 m. The types and quantities of
points, lines, and surfaces data in the planar geological
map of the city are listed in Table 3.The data characteristics

of the urban geological map are summarized as follows: (1)
the spatial scale is large and the measured strata occurrence
points are sparse; (2) the quaternary overburden with complex spatial morphology is widely distributed. In this paper,
the quaternary is deﬁned as overburden, other strata are
deﬁned as bedrock.
Figure 13 depicts the data processing results of the
geological map of a city in southern China. The data were
transferred to QuantyView3D through 2D to 3D spatial
mapping relationship. The original attribute values were
added for each element by using the information marked
on the geological map.

4.2 Results and analysis
Because the depth of geological interfaces extending
underground under the control of occurrence is limited,

Figure 13: The data processing results of the geological map of a city in southern China.
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Figure 14: 3D geological framework model of 300 m underground of a city in southern China.

Figure 15: The fault network of zone B.

it is necessary to set a reasonable elevation depth for the
bottom surface of the model. According to the geological
background of the city and knowledge of geological
experts, it is reasonable to set the elevation of the bottom
of the model as −300 m. Figure 14 presents the 3D geological framework model of 300 m underground of a city
in southern China. The model includes 69 quaternary
geological bodies, 162 igneous geological bodies, 155 carbonate geological bodies, 83 other types of geological
bodies, and 300 fault surfaces.

The model of the whole city is relatively large; we
extract the local model in the blue border from the whole
model for analysis and veriﬁcation. The fault network of
local model is shown in Figure 15. The extension trends of
the faults in the underground space are strictly restricted
by the occurrences of the faults. The intersection relationships between the faults are also well-handled. We can
cut the 3D geological model from any direction and get
geological sections in any direction. The locations of 8 × 8
cross slices and AA’ slice are shown in Figure 16. And

Constructing 3D models based on geological maps
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Figure 16: The 8 × 8 cross slices and AA’ slice of local model.

Figure 17: The 8 × 8 cross geological sections and AA’ geological section of local model.

Figure 17 presents the 8 × 8 cross geological sections and
AA’ geological section. From the geological sections, we
can more intuitively understand the development form
and spatial contact relationship of underground geological bodies. We select AA’ section to illustrate the eﬀectiveness of the modeling results. Figure 18 shows the AA’
geological section of the local geological model. Figure 19
is the AA’ map-cut-section of the local geological map

made by geological expert. The range and thickness of
quaternary strata in Figure 18 are basically the same
as those in Figure 19. The virtual thickness contour
constructed by buﬀer algorithm can well-simulate the
complex morphologies of the quaternary. The contact
relationship between the quaternary overburden and the
bedrock is also described in detail. The underground
extension of bedrock geological interfaces in Figure 18
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Figure 18: AA’ geological section of the local model.

Figure 19: AA’ map-cut-section of the local geological map.

Figure 20: An example of tunnel excavation of the local model.

is similar to that in Figure 19. Through IDW occurrence
interpolation, the geological interfaces of bedrock are
reasonably constrained. In a word, the modeling results
are consistent with the urban geological map interpreted
by experts, which veriﬁes the eﬀectiveness of our modeling workﬂow. So we can build underground tunnels
along the planned lines to provide auxiliary basis for
urban planning. An example of tunnel excavation of
the local model area is shown in Figure 20.

5 Conclusion
For the large-scale geological maps, we propose a new
modeling workﬂow of constructing 3D geological framework models of shallow strata. We have integrated and
implemented the modeling workﬂow on QuantyView3D.
Taking a city in southern China as the data source, we
have constructed a 3D geological framework model of
underground 300 m by this workﬂow successfully.

Constructing 3D models based on geological maps

Through the virtual thickness contours constructed by
the internal buﬀer algorithm of closed lines, we have
eﬀectively simulated the complex bottom interfaces of
quaternary overburden. The complex contact relationships
between quaternary overburden and bedrock were
described in detail. The occurrence interpolation algorithm based on IDW has been used to constrain the
extended trends of bedrock geological interfaces in the
underground reasonably. The topological relations
between diﬀerent geological objects have been treated
eﬀectively by using the Binary Space Partitioning vector
cutting algorithm. The 3D geological framework models
of urban shallow strata constructed by our workﬂow
accord with the semantic relationship of tectonics. The
eﬀectiveness of our modeling workﬂow has been veriﬁed. Through the 3D geological framework model, we
can get the 3D geological sections in any direction.
From the 3D geological sections, we can more intuitively
understand the complex spatial structure of shallow
strata. Through the analysis of underground tunnel
excavation, it can provide auxiliary basis for urban
planning. The construction of this 3D geological framework model also lays a foundation for the ﬁne modeling
after adding boreholes and sections. Therefore, we will
study multisource data fusion technology and local
dynamic updating technology of models in the next
work, so as to build a more reﬁned 3D geological model
of urban shallow strata quickly.
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